Launch Windows 10 VDI on GCP's Global, High-Speed Network

itopia on Google Cloud enables enterprises to deploy full-scale virtual desktops and apps to distributed workforces in minutes -- not months.

The Future of End-User Computing on the Best Cloud Network

- Deliver any application to workers on any device, anywhere. Low-cost Chromebooks can launch virtual Windows 10 apps powered by GCP's highest-performing VMs.
- Windows 10 VDI environments run on the same secure network that underpins all Google products serving over 1B active users worldwide.
- Dynamic end-user routing ensures your workers automatically connect to the nearest GCP data center -- guaranteeing the lowest-latency.

Automate Lifecycle Management and Slash VDI Infrastructure Costs

- Cloud automation enables your Tier 1 sysadmin to easily manage any number of employees and offices from a unified, wizard-based console.
- No more endpoint management. With itopia, you control all worker permissions and data is stored securely on Google Cloud’s network.
- Only pay for what you need. Shift from costly, on-premises VDI and harness the lightweight scalability of the cloud.

Success Story

✓ Rapidly spun up thousands of virtual desktops & apps in 24 hours for contact center employees working remotely around the world during the pandemic.
✓ itopia's automation enabled drastically reduced TCO compared to existing legacy VMware installations.

Unlock Tremendous Value with an OpEx Model and Automation

- No more upfront CapEx for procuring servers, storage, networking, power, cooling, or refreshing of hardware.
- itopia's Windows 10 App Streaming is a low-cost, subscription-based price. No runaway cloud fees.
- Reduce the IT burden on staff by 65% with itopia's automated lifecycle management.

Want to learn more and see a demo? Contact us at itopia.com or Ask your Google Rep
Technical Differentiation

- Tier 1 sysadmins can quickly deploy virtual desktop & apps on Windows 10 and Windows Server VDI environments in 24 hours -- all from a single, unified console.

- Collection Pools enable easy segmentation of departments and offices with custom images of apps. One-click onboarding of employees with centralized management.

- Intelligently autoscale compute resources up and down for optimal performance. Automatically power VMs on and off to match real-time end-user demand.

- All desktop & apps are streamed securely through the browser -- and all sensitive corporate data is stored securely within your GCP project. itopia’s automation & orchestration platform does not have access to your data.

Employees enjoy a one-click login to their Windows 10 apps

Limited Offer Promotion (First 20 Organizations)

FREE Professional Services

Up to $10,000 of: Migration, Implementation, Training, Support, and more.